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Introduction and Teacher’s Guide

Preface to teachers and parents

P

salm 12.6 tells us that ‘The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace
of earth, purified seven times.’

The Bible is the only book in which the Lord makes Himself clearly and fully known
unto us as far as is necessary for us to know in this life, to His glory and our salvation. Ever
since its founding in 1831 the Trinitarian Bible Society has striven to distribute that pure Word
throughout the world in many languages. The Society promotes only those translations which
are accurate and trustworthy and holds that the Authorised (King James) Version is the best
English translation available.
Until recently, most English-Speaking Christians used the Authorised (King James) Version both
in their private devotions and public worship. For various reasons, many Christians now use
less accurate versions of the Bible in English. Young people and families are beginning to use
alternative translations without being aware of the issues that are at stake.
This series of modules strive to address two important issues. First, to promote the respect
and reverence for the Bible as the divinely inspired and preserved Word of God. Secondly,
to familiarise children and their parents with the benefits of using faithful and accurate
translations such as the Authorised (King James) Version, and the dangers of using more recent
and supposedly more accurate and more comprehensible translations of the Holy Scriptures
based on significantly different Greek and
Hebrew Texts. The Society hopes that these
modules will help to address the two points
raised in this paragraph.
The modules also strive to help students,
teachers, and parents to learn more about
the Word of God. As parents and teachers,
we must demonstrate reverence and respect
for the Bible and for the most trustworthy
translations into our language. May the
Lord add His blessing, to the glory of His
Name and the increase of His kingdom.
The author is a retired Christian school
principal and teacher with many years of
experience. He is currently the General
Secretary of the Society’s branch in
Canada. He has sought to adjust the
reading and concept level of each module
to the skill level of the intended target
group of students.
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Suggestions for parents and teachers

A

s a teacher or parent, you have
your own unique way of presenting
a lesson, and we hope that these
remarks will be of help to you. They are not
meant to be prescriptive or to limit your
personal style.
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2 The Word of God

T

he Lord made man on the sixth day of the creation

This lesson
will help you

week. The Lord created Adam as a rational creature,
able to think and to talk. In Genesis 2, the Lord

warned Adam about eating from the tree of the knowledge

understand that
the Bible is the

of good and evil.
God spoke directly to Adam. Isn’t that an amazing thing?

Each booklet is intended to be a learning
resource which your students will keep
after completion.

took a special care of Adam and Eve because they were the
crown jewel of His creation. In His goodness, the Lord spoke
to Adam whom He had made from the dust of the earth!
More yet, after the fall described in Genesis 3 the
Lord again talked with a fallen Adam and Eve. He
did not forsake them. ‘And they heard the voice of
the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool
of the day … And the LORD God called unto Adam’

Structural comments

Word of God.

After creation, the Creator did not leave man to himself. He

(Genesis 3.8-9). Just a few verses further, the Lord
spoke the first Gospel promises in the presence of

Search the scriptures; for in them ye
think ye have eternal life: and they are
they which testify of me.
John 5.39

Adam and Eve (Genesis 3.15).
Throughout the centuries, the

PP The module is divided into chapters.
PP The first chapter in each module gives

Lord spoke to people many times.
Remember that He talked with
Cain after he had murdered his
brother? He also talked to Noah
and to Abraham. He spoke to
people sometimes audibly
like we talk to our friends.

the rationale underlying the entire
series of these learning resources.

Sometimes He spoke to His
people in a dream or a vision.
Occasionally He also spoke to
people who did not fear Him.
Just think of Cain in Genesis
4.9 and Nebuchadnezzar in

PP A coloured textbox states the learning

Daniel 2.

objective for the chapter. Discussing this
objective with your class/child will help
them learn in a more focused way.

PP This module also includes pictures to
colour.

PP Each chapter ends with a StudyQuest
or learning activity. The questions
throughout the module are numbered
consecutively. The answers can be found
either in the lesson text or in the Bible.

PP Scattered throughout the booklet are
textboxes that contain a text from
the Bible or a quotation from other
resources that are relative to the
adjacent lesson material. For example,
the text on page 2 is linked to study
question number 1 while the textbox on
page 6 is connected to study question
number 5.

PP Words in bold are in the Glossary.
Many glossary terms are key concepts.

Module 1 — He established a testimony in Jacob

StudyQuest

3– 4
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Carefully read Genesis 2. Copy the verse that tells
what God said to Himself.

Record the names of five people in the Bible to whom the Lord spoke in a dream
or vision. Describe the event briefly. The first one is done for you.

At Bethel, Jacob saw angels ascending
and descending on a ladder.

a) Genesis 28

b) Genesis 15

c) Genesis 37

d) Daniel 2

e) 1 Kings 3

f) Matthew 1
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Teaching strategies

E

ach module at the elementary level was designed to take about five hours of instructional
time.

Teaching strategies to be used depend upon the composition and level of the students as
well as the teacher’s preferred method of teaching. Hands-on teaching will probably be the
most effective way for students to learn the content of the module.
Hands-on teaching requires a high level of teacher/parent input. Below are two possible
strategies:

PP Read and discuss the learning text together in lock-step fashion. Begin by discussing the
chapter title and the learning objective. Next comes oral reading by both teacher and
student as well as study of the various textboxes or illustrations. It will be useful to use the
same strategy to complete the StudyQuests for the first few chapters.

PP Independent study also begins with a whole class discussion of the chapter title, the
learning objective, and any picture or textbox that needs highlighting. Students could then
read the text silently or in pairs and then proceed with the study questions.
Please do not make this into a ‘turn to page such and such, read the chapter, and then do the
questions.’
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The Aims of the Society
To publish and distribute the Holy
Scriptures throughout the world in many
languages.
To promote Bible translations which are
accurate and trustworthy, conforming
to the Hebrew Masoretic Text of the Old
Testament, and the Greek Textus Receptus
of the New Testament, upon which texts
the English Authorised Version is based.
To be instrumental in bringing light and
life, through the Gospel of Christ, to those
who are lost in sin and in the darkness of
false religion and unbelief.
To uphold the doctrines of reformed
Christianity, bearing witness to the equal
and eternal deity of God the Father, God
the Son and God the Holy Spirit, One God
in three Persons.
To uphold the Bible as the inspired,
inerrant Word of God.
For the Glory of God and the Increase of
His Kingdom through the circulation of
Protestant or uncorrupted versions of
the Word of God.
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